
Levant and Kenza are two separate restaurants owned by the same company. They have a similar
theme serving Lebanese and middle eastern cuisine.

We will initially be building the Levant website - www.levant.co.uk

GENERAL
The websites coding and admin will be exactly the same for both sites. We effectively want to build
the first site with a view to duplicating and then skinning for Kenza in a day or two. We should only
need to add / change one stylesheet when it comes to the Kenza website. 

ASSETS

FONTS: ED
PSD: ED

DESIGNS
Desktop - https://invis.io/JKAW4C5X4
Mobile - Need to complete.

INDIVIDUAL PAGES
HOME

Gallery - Gallery should allow for images to be added in the back end. You should be able to click
once and the image slider moves along. We also want the ability to drag the slider.

Once an item is clicked, it will load a lightbox and you can click left and right through the gallery.

MENUS

- Clicking an individual menu should change the content below. In the backend, menus must be
able to be added and edited with ease.
- Accordion layout for the menu categories.

ENTERTAINMENT

- Group packages should show / hide when selected
- Full package is a pdf button updateable from backend
- Background illustrations - we would love to see whats possible with drawing these out as svg
animations.

TAKEAWAY

Delivery / collect: External links

PRIVATE DINING

Alcoves images should be a slider. Can we do this so the images slide over the top of each other.

SIGN UP

- On click it should come in animated but subtle.
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- On click it should come in animated but subtle.
- Integrated with Mailchimp
- Form submit should use ajax and thank you appear and then close main lightbox.

NAVIGATION

- On scroll down navigation will hide
- On scroll up navigation will appear

OTHER
ANIMATION

General - header image could have slow zoom on static. When scrolling the elements will move at
different speed - floating on top of the backgrounds. We want this to feel slick but not over
complicated. Subtle is key here.
Reservations button - it would be nice if this appears after the rest of the content appears from
the navigation. It could draw itself out or fades and enlarges.
Button hovers - we like the idea of the background colour disappearing and then refilling left to
right with slight arrow moving.

- Kota to provide references - ED.
- Stoyan to oversee. 

CMS

- Everything on the site should be editable.
- ACF used on the backend. 

PAGE SPEED

- 85 + and optimised.

TIMINGS
Beta version:
Kota sign off:
Client sign off:
Live: 
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